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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation:

Research on Navigation Efficiency of LNG Carriers in
Caofeidian Port Area

Degree:

Master of Science

This paper analyzes the general situation of Caofeidian port area, and completes the
investigation on the natural environment, port facilities, guarantee of navigation safety
and LNG ship traffic flow of Caofeidian port area. On the basis of consulting the relevant
literature, it issues the expert questionnaire. According to the results of the questionnaire
and experts' suggestions, it constructs the influence factors of ships’ navigation efficiency.
Then, from the natural environment, port facilities, ship situation and guarantee of
navigation safety, the paper analyzes the current situation of LNG carriers’ navigation
efficiency, and puts forward the problems of LNG ship access routes, navigation rules,
pilotage rules, aids to navigation and other aspects. Finally, proposing the guarantee
measures to of LNG carriers’ the navigation efficiency in Caofeidian port area. It gives
the measures to improve the ship service efficiency from four aspects: the current routes
and pilotage rules for one LNG berth, the future routes and pilotage rules for two, three
and four LNG berths, aids to navigation and other influence factors, and analyzes different
optimization of navigation rules to get the best optimization of navigation rules.

Keywords: Navigation efficiency, LNG carriers, Caofeidian port area, Influence factors,
Guarantee measures
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CHAPTER 1 OVERVIEW
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1.1 Background
At present, the world continues to be short of resources, and the environmental problems are becoming
increasingly serious. Clean and green energy development is of great significance for environmental
protection. Natural gas is a clean and environment-friendly high-quality energy, almost free of sulfur,
dust and other harmful substances. When burning, it produces less carbon dioxide than other fossil
fuels, resulting in a lower greenhouse effect. Therefore, it can fundamentally improve the
environmental quality.
Tangshan port is divided into Jingtang Port Area and Caofeidian port area. According to the plan,
Fengnan port area will be built on the west side of Caofeidian port area. Caofeidian port area is located
on the northern coast of Bohai Bay in the west of Bohai Sea. It is adjacent to Jingtang Port Area in the
east, Tianjin port in the west, Huanghua port and Dongying Port in the south, and the Beijing-TianjinHebei region in the north. The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and its surrounding areas are the key
consumption areas of natural gas in China, and also one of the key emission reduction areas of air
pollutants determined by the state. Caofeidian port area is a rare deep-water port resource in the Central
Bohai Sea area, which is of great significance to improve the coordinated development pattern of
industries in the Bohai Sea area, especially in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Since the end of 2013,
PetroChina has been put LNG berth No.1 into operation in Caofeidian port, which has improved the
energy structure to a certain extent, reduced environmental pollution, supplemented the natural gas
demand of eh Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, and met the seasonal peak shaving demand of Beijing,
Tianjin, Tangshan, Qinhuangdao and other regions, It plays an important role in ensuring the safe and
stable use of natural gas. In order to speed up the construction of natural gas supply and storage system
in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, make up for the shortage of LNG terminal capacity as soon as
possible, improve the capacity of regional gas storage and gas source support, and meet the growing
demand of LNG consumption in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and its surrounding areas, four LNG
berths are planned to be built in Diantou District in Caofeidian port area. That is to say, three more
LNG berths (No.2, No. 3 and No. 4) will be built on the basis of the existing LNG berth No.1.
With the construction and operation of LNG terminal in Diantou District, Tangshan LNG terminal will
become the largest storage terminal in China, which is of great significance to promote the coordinated
development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. However, the number and frequency of LNG carriers
sailing in this area are increasing, and the navigation environment near the LNG terminal is becoming
more and more complex. On the one hand, it affects the navigation efficiency of the nearby waters, but
also increases the navigation risk of the ships. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out research on the
navigation efficiency of LNG carriers, put forward targeted suggestions to promote the navigation
efficiency of LNG carriers in Caofeidian port area, and put forward constructive suggestions to the
safety management department.

1.2 Research status of navigation efficiency
The navigation efficiency of port ships is a complex problem, which includes the utilization of all
resources and is a concept of overall planning. It includes the natural environment of navigable waters,
berths of ports, loading and unloading machinery, skill level of workers of port loading and unloading
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companies, access routes, ship traffic flow, aids to navigation and anchorages. Because blindly
improving the efficiency of one link will have an impact on other links. To improve the navigation
efficiency of the port is to improve the navigation efficiency of the whole port by comprehensively
improving each link of the ship operation process.

1.2.1 Abroad research status
In the international field, Japan Maritime Security Agency, Japan Shipwreck Prevention Association
and research group of Japan Maritime Transportation Society took the lead in conducting relevant
research on navigation efficiency in the 1960s. In recent years, in the research of navigation efficiency,
the traffic flow, traffic capacity and traffic control are analyzed by establishing mathematical models,
mainly mathematical statistics and queuing theory. In 1959, the research team of Kyoto University and
Tokyo University regarded berths, ships, navigation routes and handling equipment as a system. At the
same time, Professor Neil and Dr. C.H. Plumlee of the United States also studied the scale of the port,
berth utilization and navigation efficiency. In 1972, the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) affirmed several conclusions drawn from the application of queuing theory
in maritime traffic. It was pointed out that Poisson flow is the best fitting of ship arrival flow in harbor
system, and the distribution of service time and berthing time is determined as Erlang distribution.

1.2.2 Domestic research status
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, in order to meet the needs of marine traffic safety,
Chinese scholars began to study the navigation efficiency of ships from the 1960s. However, the more
research on the navigation efficiency of ships started from the late 1970s. Especially in recent years,
many scholars and navigators in China have made more deep thinking and discussion on the navigation
efficiency.
On the aspect of navigation efficiency, many Chinese scholars have done research. Lu zewan believes
that a comprehensive grasp of the current situation of maritime navigation and its influence factors is
the basis for improving navigation safety and efficiency ( Lu zewan, 2015).Dai Junlin made a scientific
research on the navigation efficiency of Qingdao port by means of mathematical statistics and queuing
theory (Dai Junlin, 2009). Liu Jingxian and Li Yunbin also studied the carrying capacity of the
restricted channel based on the queuing theory. Taking Tianjin main channel as the research object, he
made a statistical analysis on the rules of ships passing the main channel, and concluded that the current
carrying capacity of Tianjin port can meet the needs of ships entering and leaving the port at that time,
And the influence of port development on channel carrying capacity in the next few years is predicted
(Liu Jingxian & Li Yunbin, 2008). Zhong Feng established the initial theoretical model of Yantai port's
ship traffic flow by using the method of real state observation and analysis of ship traffic, mastered the
situation and law of ship traffic, and put forward suggestions on safety management (Zhong Feng,
2013). Based on the statistics of the data of ships entering and leaving Qinhuangdao port, Qi Zhengjiao
analyzed the proportion of various working conditions during the period of ships in the port, and
analyzed the factors influencing the efficiency of ships entering and leaving Qinhuangdao port and the
degree of influence. He proposed to design the waiting area to relieve the pressure and improve the
port throughput (Qi Zhengjiao, 2016). Based on the queuing theory, Li Xiangjun studied the factors
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that affect the passing efficiency of Jingtang Port in Tangshan. By establishing an appropriate
mathematical model, he analyzed the berthing capacity, channel capacity, sailing time on channels,
time of berthing and unberthing operation, time of loading and unloading operation and lay time of
ships, and then drew the evaluation conclusion of the navigation efficiency of Jingtang Port (Li
Xiangjun, 2104). Based on the queuing theory and system simulation theory, Li Dechun analyzed the
maximum navigable capacity of port channel by using dynamic stochastic cyclic network simulation
technology (Li Dechun, 2007). Gao Jianqiao applied queuing theory model to analyze the restriction
of LNG carrier's entering and leaving port on channel capacity by corresponding the components of
queuing theory to each entity in port operation system (Gao Jianqiao, 2016). Zhao Xiaoyang
established an evaluation model for the impact of LNG carrier's entry and exit on the navigation
efficiency of the channel, objectively evaluated the impact of LNG ship's entry and exit on the
navigation efficiency of the channel, and put forward relevant suggestions for the construction and
operation of a port area (Zhao Xiaoyang, 2019).
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CHAPTER 2 GENERAL SITUATION IN CAOFEIDIAN PORT AREA
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2.1 Natural environment
The natural environment in the port area have a direct impact on the ships’ entering and leaving and
the loading and unloading operations of cargoes at the wharf, and also affect the navigation efficiency
of the port. According to the relevant statistical data, in Caofeidian port area, the meteorological and
hydrological data closely related to the navigation efficiency of ships are introduced as follows.

2.1.1 Meteorology
The meteorological data in Caofeidian port area mainly use the statistical data of Tanghai County
meteorological observation station and Nanpu meteorological observation station (1970-2005) which
are more than 40 kilometers north of Caofeidian.
(1) Wind
North

Maximum wind speed
Average wind speed
Wind direction frequency
Calm frequency

Figure 1 Wind rose at Nanpu meteorological observation station
The prevailing wind direction is SSW with frequency of 10.0%, and the secondary prevailing wind
direction is ENE and SSE with frequency of 9.0%; The strong wind direction is ENE and the maximum
wind speed is 25m/s; The secondary strong wind direction is NE and the maximum wind speed is
21m/s. In spring and summer, the frequency of wind from the southerly and southeast direction prevails
with 49% and 64% respectively, and the average wind speed is 5.1m/s and 6.6m/s; In autumn, the
frequency of wind is 34%, and the average wind speed is 4.9 m/s; In winter, northwest wind prevails
with a frequency of 47% and an average wind speed of 5.1m/s; The occurrence frequency of wind
force equal to or greater than 7 in all directions throughout the year is 4.9%. See wind rose Figure 1
for details. According to the data statistics of Tanghai County meteorological observation station for
many years. Typhoon (tropical cyclone) has little influence on the sea area. It appears every three years
on average, but sometimes twice a year. Most typhoons occur from July to September and a few in
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October. In recent years, typhoon No.11 on August 20, 1997 and Maisha on August 8-10, 2005 have
caused great disasters in Tangshan area.
(2) Fog
According to the statistics of Tanghai meteorological observation station, the average number of days
of fog with visibility less than 1km is 22 days, and the fog delay is mostly 1-3 hours. The annual
average number of days that fog affects ships entering and leaving the port is 9 days. Heavy fog usually
occurs from November to February of the next year. However, in recent years, due to the abnormal
climate change and the serious air pollution, the haze weather has gradually increased, and the number
of days of suspension caused by fog in the port area every year has greatly exceeded the historical
statistics.

2.1.2 Hydrology
According to the statistical data provided by relevant departments and the statistics of relevant tide
observation stations, the hydrological characteristics in Caofeidian water area are as follows.
(1) Tides
The relevant departments have observed the tide level for a period of one year (from October 16, 2000
to October 15, 2001). The statistical analysis of the measured data is as follows.The tidal property of
the sea area is irregular semidiurnal tide. The tide level in this paper is calculated from the local
theoretical lowest tide level.
Annual highest high water level: 3.38m
Annual lowest low water level: 0.14m
Annual mean high water level: 2.47m
Annual mean low water level: 1.07M
Mean sea level: 1.77m
Annual mean range: 1.40M
(2) Waves
According to the statistics of relevant measured data, the prevailing wave direction in this sea area is
S, with the frequency of 10.87%, and the secondary prevailing wave direction is SW, with the
frequency of 7.48%. The frequency of strong wave is 1.63% in the direction of ENE, and that of
secondary strong wave is 0.97% in the direction of NE. See wave height rose Figure 2 for details.
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Ratio

Legend

Figure 2 Wave height rose in Caofeidian port area
(3) Current
According to the analysis of the whole tide hydrological observation data in Caofeidian sea area in
2006 and 2009, the tidal current in Caofeidian sea area has the following characteristics:
① The tidal wave presents the characteristics of standing wave. The maximum velocity occurs at
middle tide level, and it turns at high and low tide level.
② The rising tide flows to the west and the falling tide flows to the east. In the Diantou area of
Caofeidian and the sea area far away from the shoal, the tidal current basically presents an east-west
reciprocating flow; In the area close to the shoal, due to the influence of terrain change and flood
current, the main flow direction tends to flow along the shore or along the isobath (see Figure 3).
③ The velocity of the rising tide is higher than that of the falling tide. In the spring tide, the average
velocity of the rising tide is 0.40-0.60m/s, and that of the falling tide is 0.35-0.50 m/s. In the neap tide,
the average velocity of the rising tide is 0.25-0.40 m/s, and that of the falling tide is 0.25-0.35 m/s.
④ On the plane distribution of flow velocity, the deep trough near the Diantou area is the strongest
area. In spring tide, the maximum velocity of the rising tide can reach 1.40 m/s and that of the falling
tide can reach 0.95 m/s.
⑤ On the plane distribution of flow velocity, The deep trough outside Nanpu is also a region with
large velocity in Caofeidian sea area. The maximum velocity of the rising tide can reach 1.21 m/s and
that of the falling tide can reach 0.75 m/s.
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Spring tide

Ebb tide

Figure 3 Hourly flowchart of hydrological observation points in March 2006
(4) Sea ice
During the winter of 1999-2000, National Marine Environment Monitoring Center set up seven points
on the NE-SW trend of Caofeidian coast to observe sea ice. The general situation of sea ice is as follows.
The first glacial day was December 20, the last glacial day was March 6, and the total glacial period
was about 75 days. The severe ice age was from mid January to mid February. On January 26, the
Caofeidian sea area was observed comprehensively. The whole observed sea area was covered with
ice, with a total ice content 10, a fixed ice content 10 and a drift ice content 9. The sea ice concentration
is 10. From January 27 to 29, the sea ice area expanded slightly, the total ice amount was 10, the amount
of fixed ice and floating ice was also 10. The thickness of fixed ice was generally 10 cm, and the
maximum thickness was 40 cm (overlapping ice), which was mainly coastal ice and snow covered ice.
The fixed ice area was about 10 km offshore, and the farthest outer edge of floating ice was about 23
km. Affected by the continuous cooling weather on January 30, the sea ice thickness increased, and the
outer edges of fixed ice and floating ice extended overseas. After the middle of February, with the rise
of temperature, the range of fixed ice was shrinking, and the sea ice on the shoal began to drift on the
sea surface due to the action of high tide and wind. In the last ten days of February, the amount of sea
ice decreased greatly, and the floating ice was mainly composed of ice rind (about 5cm thick) and Nilas
(less than 10cm thick). As of March 6, the sea ice in the observation area had completely disappeared.

2.2 Port facilities
Port infrastructure includes berths, routes, anchorages and other related water and land facilities, which
have an impact on navigation efficiency of ships. The following is an overview of the current situation
of the port.

2.2.1 Berths
Caofeidian is a large-scale comprehensive port serving the bulk material and the new industrial base at
Circum-Bohai-Sea region in northern China. The main functions of the port are divided into east,
middle and west port areas. At present, Caofeidian port area has 27 wharves built in different periods
and owned by different owners, with a total number of 92 berths, which are respectively located in the
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eastern and central areas of Caofeidian port area (West District is under construction), as shown in
Table 1, and its geographical distribution is shown in Figure 4.
From the perspective of size of wharves and distribution of quantity, there are four wharves with seven
250000-ton berths in Diantou District of Central District, and one LNG Wharf with one berth; There
are 12 wharves with forty five 50000 to150000-ton berths in the first harbor basin of Central District;
There are two wharves with six 50000-ton berths in the second harbor basin of Central District; In the
south of Gangchi island of Central District, there is one Wharf with five 50000 to150000-ton berths;
There are 6 wharves with twenty four 2000 to 50000-ton berths in East District.

Table 1 Parameters of built berths in Caofeidian port area
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Name of wharf
Crude oil
terminal
Phase I ore
terminal
Phase II ore
terminal
Phase III ore
terminal
LNG terminal
50000-ton general
bulk cargo berth
Phase I coal
terminal No.1 of
SDIC
Phase I coal
terminal No.2 of
SDIC
Phase II coal
terminal
Phase I terminal
of Shougang
General terminal
of Shougang
Phase I general
terminal
Phase II general
terminal
Phase III general
terminal
Phase I general
bulk cargo berth
Phase II general
bulk cargo berth
Multi-purpose

Cargo
throughput
(ten
thousand
tons/year)

Berth
quantity

Class of
berths
(tons)

Depth
of the
harbour
basin
(m)

Water depth of
wharf apron
(m)

wharf
length
(m)

2000

1

300000

24

24

522

3000

2

25

25

808

3200

2

22

22.5

790

3500

2

25

25

790

650

1

15.7

15.1

410

350

2

15

15.5

525

5000

5

50000～
100000

15

15.5

1514

5000

5

50000～
150000

15

15.5

1560

5000

5

2×70000
2×
100000
150000

15

15.5

1435

1222

5

5×50000

13.5

14

1240

1141

8

1000050000

13.5

14

1600

220

3

3×0000*

15

15.5

660

400

3

3×0000*

15

15.5

680

410

2

15

15.5

506

1000

2

18.3

19

605

868

3

18.3

19

711

325

2

15

15.5

440

2×
250000
2×
250000
2×
250000
80000～
270000m3
2×
50000*

50000
70000
2×
100000**
35000～
70000**
2×40000
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Location

Diantou
District of
Central
District

First
harbor basin
of Central
District

18

19

20

21

22
23

24
25

berth
Phase I general
bulk cargo berth
of Legend
Holdings
Phase II general
bulk cargo berth
of Legend
Holdings
Production
support terminal
of CNPC
Heavy industry
equipment
manufacturing
terminal of
Huadian and
Lingang
General bulk
cargo berth of
Wenfeng
Phase I general
terminal of Steel
Logistics
General terminal
of
Comprehensive
bonded zone
General terminal
of CCLIC

305

2

2×50000

13.5

13.5

521

600

4

4×50000

15

15.5

992

224

11

2000

8

8

1270

20

1

30000

12

12

300

602

4

2×50000
2×30000

12

12

840

1049

4

2×20000
2×50000

10.6
13.5

10.6
13.5

893

165

2

2×
40000

12

12.8

520

1000

4

2×30000
2×50000

14

13.5

1000

2×00000
2×70000
50000

15

19.5
16.0
16.0

1428

13.5

13.5

624

26

Coal terminal of
Huaneng

5000

5

27

Liquid chemical
terminal No.1

185

2

Second
harbor basin
of Central
District

First
harbor basin
of East
District

Second
harbor basin
of East
District
Third
harbor basin
of East
District
South of
Gangchi
island of
Central
District
Fourth
harbor basin
of East
District

Note: * upgraded to 100000 tons, ** upgraded to 150000 tons.

LNG berth No.1 is located in the east of the crude oil terminal of Diantou District of Caofeidian port
area. The berthing capacity of the berth is 80000-266000 m3 LNG carriers, and the annual throughput
capacity is 6.5 million tons. According to the government's plan, three LNG berths, No.2, No.3 and
No.4, need to be built in Diantou District in the future. Among them, the berthing capacity of berth
No.2, which will be jointly constructed by PetroChina and Caofeidian Xintian LNG Co., Ltd., is 20000217000 m3 LNG carrier. The berthing capacity of berth No.3 is 80000-266000 m3 LNG carriers. The
Berthing Capacity of berth No.4 is 10000-266000 m3 LNG carriers. Berth No.3 and No.4 are planned
to be built by Caofeidian Xintian LNG Co., Ltd. The distance between berth No.1 and No.2 is 632 m,
and berth No.2, No.3 and No.4 are arranged from west to east, with the distance between berths being
288 m. The construction of berth No.3 has started and is planned to be completed in 2022. The berth
No.4 is planned to be completed in 2025.
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Third harbor basin
Second of East District
harbor basin of

First
harbor basin of

Fourth
harbor basin of

Laolonggou
channel of
East District

West
District
Second
harbor basin
of Central
First
Outer channel of
harbor basin
second harbor
of Central
basin of Central
South of
District
Gangchi island
of Central
Outer channel
of first harbor
basin of

Diantou
District of

Figure 4 Floor plan of distribution of berths and channels in Caofeidian port area

1#

Figure 5 Planning of Caofeidian port area
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2.2.2 Routes
In Caofeidian water areas, the ship’s routeing and reporting system were established in 2009. In 2018,
the Ministry of Transport revised them. The main change is to cancel the third traffic lane and adjust
it to the recommended route. The revised ship’s routeing is more in line with the navigation habits of
the waters, and separate the ship traffic flow, which can further reduce the navigation risk of ships, and
not only alleviate the conflict of ship traffic flow, but also effectively reduce the navigation pressure
of the precautionary area. The current ship’s routing system in Caofeidian waters is composed of the
first traffic separation scheme, the second traffic separation scheme, the recommended route and a
precautionary area (Hebei Maritime Safety Administration, 2018).
(1) First traffic separation scheme
The first traffic separation scheme is composed of separation zone and traffic lanes.
①Separation zone: It is the water area with 10 nautical miles in length and 0.5 nautical miles in width,
which is connected by the following geographical locations as the center line:
X2: 38°47’59.40’’N, 118°45’11.40’’E;
X4: 38°49’24.60’’N, 118°32’31.80’’E.
②Traffic lane
The north boundary of the traffic lane is the connecting line of the following geographical locations:
D: 38°49’13.80’’N, 118°45’25.20’’E;
C: 38°50’38.40’’N, 118°32’45.00’’E.
The southern boundary of the traffic lane is the connecting line of the following geographical locations:
A: 38°46’45.00’’N, 118°44’57.60’’E;
B: 38°48’09.60’’N, 118°32’18.00’’E.
The westbound traffic lane is the water area between the separation zone and the northern boundary of
traffic separation scheme, with a length of 10 nautical miles and a width of 1 nautical mile, and the
general direction of traffic flow is 278°(True course).
The eastbound traffic lane is the water area between the separation zone and the southern boundary of
traffic separation scheme, with a length of 10 nautical miles and a width of 1 nautical mile, and the
general direction of traffic flow is 098°(True course).
(2) Second traffic separation scheme
The second traffic separation scheme is composed of separation zone and traffic lanes.
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①Separation zone: It is the water area with 5 nautical miles in length and 0.5 nautical miles in width,
which is connected by the following geographical locations as the center line:
X3: 38°49’57.60’’N, 118°27’29.10’’E;
X1: 38°50’39.00’’N, 118°21’07.20’’E.
②Traffic lane
The north boundary of the traffic lane is the connecting line of the following geographical locations:
H: 38°51’12.00’’N, 118°27’42.60’’E;
G: 38°51’53.40’’N, 118°21’20.40’’E.
The southern boundary of the traffic lane is the connecting line of the following geographical locations:
E: 38°48’43.20’’N, 118°27’15.60’’E;
F: 38°49’24.60’’N, 118°20’54.00’’E.
The westbound traffic lane is the water area between the separation zone and the northern boundary of
traffic separation scheme, with a length of 5 nautical miles and a width of 1 nautical mile, and the
general direction of traffic flow is 278°(True course).
The eastbound traffic lane is the water area between the separation zone and the southern boundary of
traffic separation scheme, with a length of 5 nautical miles and a width of 1 nautical mile, and the
general direction of traffic flow is 098°(True course).
(3) Recommended route
The center line of recommended route is the connecting line of the following geographical locations:
L1: 38°52’34.15’’N，118°29’09.27’’E;
L2: 38°50’55.93’’N，118°30’07.64’’E.
The general direction of traffic flow of the ship entering Caofeidian port is 335°(True course), the
general direction of traffic flow of the ship leaving Caofeidian port is 155°(True course).
(4) Precautionary area
The precautionary area is the water area surrounded by the following geographical locations in turn:
B: 38°48’09.60’’N, 118°32’18.00’’E;
E: 38°48’43.20’’N, 118°27’15.60’’E;
H: 38°51’12.00’’N, 118°27’42.60’’E;
C: 38°50’38.40’’N, 118°32’45.00’’E.
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In addition, three channels have been opened in Caofeidian, namely, outer channel of first harbor basin
of Central District, outer channel of second harbor basin of Central District and Laolonggou channel
of East District. The floor plan is shown in Figure 4, and the dimensions and parameters of these three
channels are shown in Table 2. The large open wharf in Diantou District of Central District is close to
a deep trough with a depth of more than 30 m. Ships navigate according to the requirements of ship’s
routeing system. The ships berthing in the harbor basin lead to the deep water area by excavating the
artificial channel.

Table 2 Parameter list of existing artificial channel of Caofeidian port area
Name of channel
Outer channel of
first harbor basin
of Central District
Outer channel of
second harbor
basin of Central
District
Laolonggou
channel of East
District

Bearing
(°)

Depth
(m)

Length
(km)

Width
(m)

Class
（10000 tons）

035-215

18.3

0.6

210

15

160-180

10

280

3～30

000-180
330-150
063-243
107-287
154-334
002—182
154—334

2.8
13.8

1.8
7.3
3.9
3.1
5.9
4.6

12.0

The route between the north boundary line and the East anchorage of the first traffic separation scheme
is adopted for the approaching of LNG carriers to the built berth No.1, and the LNG carrier generally
does not anchor at the anchorage but directly enters the port. The precautionary area and the first traffic
separation scheme are adopted for the departure of LNG carriers away from the built berth No.1, ss
shown in Figure 6.

LNG anchorage
West anchorage
Shared
anchorage

East anchorage

Figure 6 Entry and exit routes of LNG carriers in Diantou District
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New anchorage No.3
New anchorage No.1
West anchorage
Shared
anchorage

New anchorage No.2
East anchorage

Figure 7 Adjustment of entry and exit routes of LNG carriers in Caofeidian port area
According to the Study on Adjustment and Optimization of East Anchorage of Caofeidian Port Area
(DMU, 2019), Study on Guarantee of Navigation Safety near LNG Wharf in Caofeidian Port Area
(DMU, 2020) and Overall Planning Adjustment of Tangshan Port (Hebei Provincial People's
Government, 2020), in order to meet the needs of future increase of LNG transportation scale, the LNG
route has changed. In the middle of the East anchorage, along the south side line of the East anchorage,
a channel for ships to enter and leave the port will be open, with a width of 1000m and a water depth
of more than 15m, as shown in Figure 7. LNG carriers have priority to use this channel. At that time,
the entry and exit routes of LNG carriers will coexist with existing routes and new routes, which will
make the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers higher.

2.2.3 Anchorages
The anchorage of Caofeidian port area was approved by the Maritime Safety Adminstration (MSA) on
January 25, 2011, which is divided into the West anchorage and the East anchorage. The West
anchorage includes a shared anchorage. Its layout is shown in Figure 6, and its position, water area,
water depth and other parameters are shown in Table 3. The West anchorage is the comprehensive.
The shared anchorage is located in the southeast corner of the West anchorage, which is the shared by
Tianjin port and Caofeidian port. The supervision and management of the anchorage is in the charge
of Hebei MSA. The East anchorage is used for Central District and East District.
According to the Code for Design of Liquefied Natural Gas Terminals, LNG carriers should be
provided with special anchorages or shared anchorages with oil, gas and chemical ships, and the safe
clear distance between the anchorage of LNG carriers and other non dangerous ships should not be less
than 1000 m. LNG berth No.1 is located in the northwest corner of the East anchorage, as shown in
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Figure 6. With the increasing demand of the capacity of anchorage, the existing East anchorage is no
longer enough to meet the demand of ships’ anchorage. The plan of East anchorage is adjusted to meet
the demand of future LNG transportation scale, as shown in Figure 7. New anchorage No.1 and new
anchorage No.2 are located in the east of the existing East anchorage with a distance of 1.0 km, and
are proposed to be used as anchorage for general cargo ships and large dangerous goods ships
respectively. New anchorage No.3 is located in the north of the existing East anchorage, which is used
as the anchorage for small dangerous goods ships. In addition, the existing East anchorage is divided
into north and south anchorages by the newly planned channel. The north side line of the south
anchorage and the south side line of the north anchorage are parallel to the south side line of the existing
East anchorage. The south anchorage is still used as the anchorage for large oil tankers and large bulk
carriers, while the north anchorage is used as a supplement to the anchorage for other cargo ships in
the eastern area.

Table 3 Parameters of existing anchorage in Caofeidian port area
Name

West
anchorage

Shared
anchorage
East
anchorage

Water area
(km2)

Postiion
38º55’37.02’’N, 118º18’08.77’’E
38º54’47.79’’N, 118º25’43.61’’E
38º53’25.80’’N, 118º26’25.80’’E
38º53’37.20’’N, 118º24’39.60’’E
38º52’21.6’’ N, 118º23’51.00’’E
38º52’53.69’’N, 118º17’39.80’’E
38°53’.62N, 118°24’.66E
38°53’.43N, 118°26’.43E
38°52’.06N, 118°27’.28E
38°52’.36N, 118°23’.85E
38º54’12.00’’N, 118º33’24.00’’E
38º57’00.00’’N, 118º42’48.00’’E
38º50’10.98’’N, 118º42’47.98’’E
38º51’17.08’’N, 118º32’53.83’’E

Depth
(m)

Main application

11~22

Bulk carriers,
container ships
and general cargo
ships

24~28

Large oil tankers

20~30

Large oil tankers
and large bulk
carriers

62

124

Table 4 Preliminary parameters of anchorage adjustment in the east
Name
New anchorage
No.1

New anchorage
No.2
New anchorage
No.3

Position

Water area
(km2)

Depth(m)

Main application

56.2

19~25

General cargo ships

17.7

19~23

Large dangerous goods
ships

15

11~16

38°56’.435N, 118°45’.300E
38°57’.640N, 38°57’.640E
38°57’.386N, 118°50’.372E
38°55’.100N, 118°53’.956E
38°53’.104N, 118°48’.812E
38°52’.664N, 118°49’.277E
38°54’.174N, 118°53’.207E
38°53’.032N, 118°53’.400E
38°51’.796N, 118°50’.192E
38º57’.98N, 118º40’.35E
38º57’.02N, 118º40’.97E
38º55’.60N, 118º35’.95E
38º56’.64N, 118º35’.48E
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Small dangerous goods
ships

According to the plan, the number of LNG terminals will be increased to 4 in the long term, and each
LNG terminal needs to set up emergency anchorage. Therefore, it is planned to set up 4 LNG carriers
emergency anchorage in the northwest or northeast corner of the south anchorage of the East anchorage,
and set up a 1000 m protection area around the emergency anchorage, as shown in Figure 8.

(a) Scheme No.1

(b) Scheme No.2

Figure 8 Emergency anchorage adjustment of LNG carriers in Caofeidian port area
2.3 Guarantee of navigation safety
2.3.1 Jurisdiction area of Caofeidian MSA
Waters under the Caofeidian MSA’ s jurisdiction cover Fengnan port area under construction in the
west, East and West anchorage and ship’s routeing system in the south, and Puti Island offshore wind
farm in Laoting in the east. The jurisdiction area of Caofeidian MSA is the area between the following
coordinate points and the coastlines.
A: 39°12’53’’N, 118°01’39’’E
B: 39°01’01’’N, 117°59’20’’E
C: 38°57’11’’N, 118°15’00’’E
D: 38°49’04’’N, 118°15’11’’E
E: 38°44’36’’N, 118°55’09’’E
F: 39°02’14.1’’N, 118°51’33.29’’E
G: 39°08’55’’N, 118°47’00’’E
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Figure 9 Jurisdiction area of Caofeidian MSA
2.3.2 VTS system of Caofeidian MSA
Guarantee of navigation safety of Caofeidian sea area and its vicinity mainly includes the VTS system
of Caofeidian MSA. Caofeidian VTS center undertakes the duty of VTS and communication in
maritime search and rescue, and now adopts the operation mode of “two stations and one center”. The
VTS center is located on the 10th floor of the Joint Inspection Building. The first radar station is located
in phase I of 250000-ton ore terminal, and the second radar station is located in the south end of SDIC
coal terminal. Caofeidian VTS system consists of radar subsystem, communication subsystem, ship
processing subsystem, hydro-meteorology subsystem and CCTV monitoring subsystem. The operating
distance of VHF communication subsystem is 25 nm. VTS command center implements 24-hour duty
system, and monitor on VHF CH 08. In order to make up for the supervision blank of Caofeidian VTS
Radar in detecting ships in the east of port area, Caofeidian MSA plans to add a new radar station at
the east end of the south side of the East District. According to the Vessel Reporting System 2018 in
Caofeidian Waters (Hebei Maritime Safety Administration, 2018), Jurisdiction area are the waters
surrounded by three reporting lines and coastlines, and the east reporting line is at 118°55’. 00 E, the
west reporting line is at 118°15’. 00 E: the south reporting line is at 38°43’. 00 N, as shown in Figure
10.
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L3

East reporting line 118° 55’. 00 E

West reporting line is at 118°15’. 00 E

D4

South reporting line 38° 43’. 00 N

Figure 10 VTS coverage
2.3.3 Tangshan port pilot station
Tangshan port pilot station is under the jurisdiction of Tangshan Haiyang Kouan & Ganghang Guanli
Administration, which undertakes the pilotage service of Tangshan port. Tangshan port pilot station
takes safeguarding the national sovereignty and ensuring the safety of the port and water environment
as its own responsibility. Based on the tenet of “safe pilotage without accident, high-quality service
without complaint”, and adhering to the principle of "safety, timely, quality, efficient", it undertakes
the important responsibility of compulsory pilotage for foreign ships entering and leaving the port and
providing pilotage service for Chinese ships.
Tangshan port pilot station has two sub stations, Jingtang port pilot sub station and Caofeidian port
pilot sub station. As of January 20, 2021, there are 45 licensed pilots. Among them, there are 23 senior
pilots, 12 first-class pilots, 2 second-class pilots and 8 third-class pilots. There are 29 management and
support personnel.
See Table 5 for the basic information of the water area for the pilot embarking or disembarking ships
in Caofeidian port area. The embarkation and disembarkation points of LNG carriers’ pilots are shown
in Figure 10.
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Table 5 Water area parameters of pilot embarking or disembarking in Caofeidian port area
No.

Name

Position

Water area

Ship
restrictions

1

Embarkation
point D1

38°52’.50N,118°27’.50E

Radius 0.5 nm

General cargo
ships

2

Embarkation
point D2

Enclosed area

General cargo
ships, oil
tankers

3

Embarkation
point D3

Enclosed area

General cargo
ships

4

Embarkation
point D4

38°50.0’N,118°43.9’E

Radius 0.5 nm

LNG carriers

For LNG carriers

5

Disembarkation
point L1

38°52’.50N,118°31’.00E

Radius 0.5 nm

General cargo
ships, oil
tankers

For ships in or out
Diantou District

6

Disembarkation
point L2

38°54’.00N,118°27’.40E

Radius 0.5 nm

General cargo
ships

For first harbor basin

7

Disembarkation
point L3

38°47’.00N,118°33’.40E

Radius 0.5 nm

LNG carriers

38°54’.20N,118°33’.40E
38°57’.00N,118°42’.80E
38°50’.19N,118°42’.80E
38°51’.29N,118°32’.90E
38°55’.61N,118°18’.15E
38°54’.48N,118°25’.73E
38°52’.60N,118°27’.28E
38°52’.90N,118°17’.66E

Draft

Special requirements

< 15m For first harbor basin
For large bulk
carriers and VLCC
anchored in East
anchorage
< 15m

For ships anchored in
West anchorage

2.3.4 Tugboats in Caofeidian port
Tugboats in Caofeidian port is provided by Caofeidian tugboats Co., Ltd. of Tangshan port. The
tugboats’ configuration is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6 List of tugboats allocation of Caofeidian tugboats Co., Ltd of Tangshan port
Name

Length
(m)

Beam
(m)

Cao Gang 1
Cao Gang 2
Cao Gang 3
Cao Gang 5
Cao Gang 6
Cao Gang 7
Cao Gang 8
Cao Gang 9
Cao Gang 10
Cao Gang 11
Cao Gang 12
Cao Gang 15
Cao Gang 16
Cao Gang 17
Cao Gang 18
Cao Gang 19
Cao Gang 20
Cao Gang 21
Cao Gang 22
Cao Gang 23
Cao Gang 25
Cao Gang 26
Cao Gang 27
Cao Gang 28
Cao Gang 29
Guo Tou1号
Guo Tou2号
Guo Tou3号
Guo Tou5号
Guo Tou6号
Guo Tou7号

34
34
34
34
32
32
36.8
35
36.8
34
34
34
34
36
36
37.32
37.32
36.45
36.45
37.81
37.32
33
29.1
29.1
37.9
35
35
34
35
36
36

11
11
11
11
10.2
10.2
10
11
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10.2
10.2
11
10
12
11.8
11.8
10.2
11
11
11
11
12
12

Moulded
depth
(m)
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
4.5
4.5
4.6
5.3
4.6
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
5.3
4.5
5.3
5.1
5.1
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.5
5.3
5.3

Horse
power
5222
5222
5222
5222
4000
4000
4000
5222
4000
5222
5222
5222
5222
6961
6961
3617
4000
4400
4400
6963
3617
5222
3617
3617
4000
5000
5000
4000
4000
3600
3600

RPM

Full
draft

Speed

750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
900
900
750

4.23
4.24
4.21
4.21
3.556
3.547
3.6
4.127
3.6
4.243
4.315
4.298
4.193
4.277
4.289
3.528
3.594
3.66
3.66
4.42
3.528
4.8
3.92
3.92
3.65

12
12
12
12
12
12
13.5
13
13.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
13.3
12.5
12.5
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12.5
12.5
12

Ahead
towing
tension
65
65
51
51
52
62
52
65
65
65

Astern
towing
tension
61
61
61
61
46
46
46
56
46
60
60
60
61
75
75
42.2
46
50
50
75
42.2
60
40
40
44

Tail
towing
hook
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

2.3.5 Aids to navigation for LNG terminal and its nearby in Caofeidian port area
Aids to navigation include sea buoys, light beacons on wharfs, lighthouse, beacons, radio positioning
system and other navigation safety equipment or signs on the chart. Aids to navigation related to LNG
berth mainly include crude oil terminal, aids to navigation of LNG terminal and its supporting devices,
and the light buoy of marine meteorological observation station. The specific location and parameters
are shown in Table 7, and the layout is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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LNG terminal

Crude oil terminal

Figure 11 Layout of aids to navigation for LNG terminal and nearby crude oil terminal

Figure 12 Light buoy layout of marine meteorological observation station
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Table 7 List of aids to navigation for LNG terminal and its nearby in Caofeidian port area
Area

Name
Light buoy LNG No. 1
Light buoy LNG No. 2
Light buoy LNG No. 3
West light beacon on
LNG terminal
East light beacon on
LNG terminal
Light beacon on LNG
workboat wharf
Light beacon on LNG
flare platform

LNG
terminal

LNG intake light buoy

Crude oil
terminal

Marine
observation

West light beacon on
crude oil terminal
East light beacon on
crude oil terminal
Light buoy at crude oil
terminal
Light buoy at marine
meteorological
observation station

Position
38°55’.1N,
118°33’.4E
38°55’.5N,
118°32’.4E
38°55’.7N,
118°32’.6E
38°55’.1N,
118°32’.8E
38°55’.2N,
118°33’.0E
38°55’.8N,
118°31’.9E
38°55’.8N,
118°32’.0E
38°55’.7N,
118°31’.9E
38°54’.9N,
118°31’.3E
38°55’.0N,
118°31’.7E
38°54’.9N,
118°31’.8E
38°51’.3N,
118°32’.9E

Category

Characteristics

South cardinal mark

Q(6) + LFl, W15s

West cardinal mark

VQ(9), W10s

East cardinal mark

VQ(3), W5s
Isophase, R3s
Isophase, G3s
Occulting, W3s(2+1)
Occulting, R3s(2+1)

Special mark

M(C)Y12s
Isophase, R4s
Isophase, G4s

West cardinal mark
Ice mark used in winter
Special mark

VQ(9), W10s
M(C)Y12s

2.4 Traffic flow
According to the Navigation Safety Research Report of Tangshan LNG Project (Jimei University,
2019), two sections (section 1 and section 2) near embarkation point D4 and near southwest corner of
West anchorage are selected to analyze the ship traffic flow data based on AIS of Caofeidian port area
in 2015, 2016 and 2017.
(1) The total ship traffic flow based on AIS passing through section 1 is not large. In 2015 and 2016,
the average daily number was about 6, and in 2017, the average daily number was about 7. From the
perspective of ship types, they are mainly cargo ships. In terms of ships’ dimension, the ships with the
length less than 90 m account for 36.4%, and the ships with the length between 90 m and 150 m
accounts for 27.3%.
(2) The total ship traffic flow based on AIS passing through section 2 is small. In 2015, the average
daily number was about 5, and in 2015 and 2016, the average daily number was about 6. From the
perspective of ship types, they are mainly non transport ships. In terms of ships’ dimension, the ships
with the length less than 90 m account for 75.5%.
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Section 1
Section 2

Figure 13 Location of section of ship traffic flow in Caofeidian port area

Figure 14 Ship traffic flow based on AIS and main routes in Caofeidian port and its vicinity
Ship traffic flow based on AIS and main customary routes in Caofeidian port and its vicinity in October
2018 is shown in Figure 14. The ship traffic flow of Caofeidian port is mainly as follows:
(1) Ship traffic flow between Laotieshan waterway and Western Bohai Sea.
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(2) Ship traffic flow between Changshan waterway and Tianjin.
(3) Ship traffic flow between Changshan waterway and Central District of Caofeidian port.
(4) Ship traffic flow in and out of East District of Caofeidian port.
(5) Ship traffic flow in and out of Central District of Caofeidian port.
(6) Ship traffic flow between Caofeidian port and East anchorage.
(7) Ship traffic flow between Caofeidian port and West anchorage.
(8) Ship traffic flow between Caofeidian port, Tianjin and northeast Bohai Sea.
Among them, the ship traffic flow related to this paper is the traffic flow between Laotieshan waterway
and the western Bohai Sea, the traffic flow between Changshan waterway and Central District of
Caofeidian port, the traffic flow in and out of the Central District of Caofeidian port, the traffic flow
between Caofeidian port, Tianjin and northeast Bohai Sea. In addition to the above main customary
routes, there are some routes in Caofeidian port area and its vicinity that are not obvious: the traffic
flow is small and the distribution is relatively scattered, such as temporary port construction vessels,
offshore development construction vessels, supply vessels for offshore oil platform and a large number
of fishing boats, etc.
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CHAPTER 3 ANALYSIS ON THE CURRENT SITUATION OF NAVIGATION

EFFICIENCY OF LNG CARRIERS IN CAOFEIDIAN PORT AREA
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3.1 Influence factors of ships’ navigation efficiency
In the waters of port area, the operation of ship's entering and leaving port, berthing and unberthing,
anchoring and unanchoring, loading and unloading is a complex system. It is not only restricted by the
natural environment of the port waters and port facilities, but also affected by the guarantee measures
of navigation safety: terminal facilities: terminal handling efficiency and so on. Some factors play a
direct role in ships’ navigation efficiency, while others play an indirect role.
Lu zewan believes that the factors that affect the safety and efficiency of maritime navigation include:
navigation obstacles at sea, irregular navigation of ships, maritime meteorological conditions, aids to
navigation and navigation facilities (Lu zewan, 2015). Dai Junlin divides the factors affecting the entry
and exit of ships into four categories: ships’ draught, ship sizes, ship types and berth distances (Dai
Junlin, 2009). Qi Zhengjiao pointed out that the influence factors of ships’ navigation efficiency
include port facilities and equipment, general layout of the port, technical performance of means of
transport, natural environment of the port and enterprise conditions (Qi Zhengjiao, 2016). Among them,
port facilities and equipment include routes, anchorages, berths, warehouse and yard, loading and
unloading machinery, etc. The general layout of the port includes the layout of land area and water
area.The technical performance of means of transport includes water means of transport and land
means of transport. The natural environment of the port include wind, snow, rain, fog, temperature,
water level change, etc; Enterprise conditions include personnel quality, technical conditions and
management levels. Song Shaozhen et al. analyzed the efficiency and safety of maritime traffic from
the aspects of visibility, wind, flow, channel width, channel depth, channel curvature, channel crossing,
navigation obstacles, traffic flow and aids to navigation (Song Shaozhen et al., 2015). Li Xiangjun
pointed out that ship passing efficiency includes ships, anchorages, channels, berths, loading and
unloading system and other relevant factors, which are specifically situation of arrival ships, time of
waiting berths, time of sailing on routes, operation time of berthing and unberthing, operation time of
loading and unloading, lay time and berth utilization rate (Li Xiangjun, 2014). Ding Zhaogang analyzed
the influence factors of the navigation efficiency of ships, including navigation density, ship accidents,
disordered state of small boats, low ship speed, tide, abnormal weather, etc (Ding Zhaogang, 2009) .
Zhao Xiaoyang pointed out that the influence factors of the navigation efficiency of the channel are
mainly divided into three aspects: ship behavior, channel attributes and natural environment of the port
area (Zhao Xiaoyang, 2019). Among them, ship behavior includes ship traffic flow, arrival ship types,
arrival rules and lay time. Channel attributes include channel length, channel grade, safety distances
and rules for ships entering and leaving the port. The natural environment include wind, waves, fog,
rainfall, tides and freezing. Based on the navigation rules of the port area, Wang Jingju analyzed the
three factors that affect the navigation efficiency, namely, the channel utilization, the channel
congestion and the navigation safety (Wang Jingju, 2020).
The shipping system in the port, which is composed of ships, anchorages, routes, berths, loading and
unloading system and navigation rules, is a stochastic service system with many random factors,
complex dynamic relations and multi-level queuing. The randomness of ship arrival time and berth
handling time makes the operation of berths and routes present a state of “uneven busy and idle”, which
has a certain impact on the normal operation of ships’ navigation efficiency. According to the operation
process of ships entering and leaving the port, the expert questionnaire (as shown in Table 8) is made.
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According to the results of the questionnaire and experts' suggestions, the influence factors of ships’
navigation efficiency are constructed as shown in Figure 15.

Table 8 Questionnaire on influence factors of ship’s navigation efficiency
No.

First level indicators

1

Natural
environment

2

Port facilities

3

Ship situation

4

Guarantee of
navigation safety

Second level indicators

Agree

Disagree

Statement of disagreement

Wind
Fog
Tides
Waves
Current
Sea ice
Berths
Routes
Anchorages
Handling facilities
Ship traffic flow
Arrival ship types
Time of sailing on routes
Time of berthing and unberthing
Lay time
Navigation rules
Pilotage rules
Tugboats
Aids to navigation

Other suggestions:

Influence factors of ships’ navigation
efficiency
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Aids to navigation

Tugboats

Navigation rules

Lay time

Time of berthing and
unberthing

Time of sailing on routes

Arrival ship types

Ship traffic flow

Figure 15 Hierarchical structure of influence factors of ships’ navigation efficiency

Pilotage rules

Guarantee of
navigation safety

Ship situation

Anchorages

Routes

Berths

Port facilities

Sea ice

Current

Waves

Tides

Fog

Wind

Natural environment

3.2 Analysis on the current situation of navigation efficiency of LNG carriers
The navigation of LNG carriers in Caofeidian port involves the relevant wharf in Diantou District. The
LNG carrier will use routes to enter and leave the port, and use the anchorage in case of emergency.
There is a LNG berth No.1 on the east side of the crude oil terminal, with a berthing capacity of 80000266000 m3 LNG carriers.

3.3.1 Natural environment
Natural enivronment have great influence on the navigation efficiency of ships, including wind, fog,
tides, waves, current and sea ice. These factors have influence on the navigation safety, navigation
speed, berthing and unberthing operation, loading and unloading operation, etc.
(1) Wind: Tangshan belongs to continental monsoon climate, with obvious warm temperate and semi
humid monsoon climate characteristics, which is less affected by typhoons (tropical cyclones). In
spring and summer, southerly and southeast wind prevails with frequency of 49% and 64%, and the
average wind speed is 5.1 m/s and 6.6 m/s; In autumn, the frequency of wind is 34%, and the average
wind speed is 4.96m/s; In winter, northwest wind prevails with a frequency of 47% and the average
wind speed of 5.1 m/s.
(2) Fog: the annual average number of days that heavy fog affects ships entering and leaving the port
is 9 days. Heavy fog usually occurs from November to February of the next year. The longest
continuous fog days are 3.
(3) Tides: the tide in this area belongs to irregular semidiurnal mixed tide. The theoretical lowest tide
level is 1.77 m below the local mean sea level and 1.71 m below the Yellow Sea mean sea level. The
full load draft of 266000 m3 LNG carriers is 12.2 m. Considering that the water depth near the front of
LNG terminal is 15.1 m, the LNG carrier does not need to ride the tide, which meets the requirements
of code for design of LNG terminals.
(4) Waves: the prevailing wave direction in this area is S, and the frequency is 10.87%. The strong
wave direction is ENE, and the frequency of H4% ≥ 1.5m is 1.63%.
(5) Current: the current in the sea area flows westward at high tide and eastward at low tide. The current
direction is 251°at high tide, and the current direction is 59°at low tide. In the Diantou District and
the sea area far away from the shoal, the tidal current basically presents the east-west reciprocating
movement. During spring tide, the maximum tidal current near Diantou District can reach 1.40 m/s,
and the falling tidal current can reach 0.95 m/s.
(6) Sea ice: the general situation of winter ice is as follows. The first glacial day is December 20, the
last glacial day is March 6, and the total glacial period is about 75 days. The severe ice age is from mid
January to mid February. The water depth gradient outside the beach is large, and the water depth is
deep. There is basically no fixed ice except in the year of abnormal ice condition, which does not affect
the ship's entering and leaving the port, berthing and unberthing, etc.
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3.3.2 Port facilities
As mentioned in Chapter 2, port facilities include berths, routes, anchorages and other related water
and land facilities, which have an impact on the navigation efficiency of ships.
(1) Berths: the number of berths, structure, water depth and equipment on berths directly determine the
carrying capacity of berths, while the berthing conditions of wharf will affect the operation of berths.
Equipment on berths directly determines the time of the ship in the port, which affects the navigation
efficiency of the ship. There are six 250000-tons ore carriers’ berths, one 300000-tons crude oil
tanker’s berth and one LNG carrier’s berth in Diantou District. Axial direction of LNG berth is
68°~248°.

1 LNG carrier’s berth
1 crude oil tanker’s berth
6 ore carriers’ berths

Figure 16 Berth distribution in Diantou District of Central District
(2) Routes: the route is the necessary channel for ships to enter and leave the port. The attribute of the
route affects the operation of the port and plays a decisive role in the navigation efficiency of ships in
the port area. Among them, the length of the route, the width of the route, the safety distance between
ships and the navigation rules of the route are the main factors that affect the navigation efficiency of
ships. Generally speaking, in the process of LNG carriers entering and leaving the port, a certain range
of moving safety zone needs to be set around to protect the safety of the ship and other ships nearby.
In addition to escort boats, tugs, other ships are generally not allowed to enter the moving safety zone.
According to the Guidance of Safety Supervision of LNG ships for Caofeidian MSA, the moving safety
zone of LNG carriers is defined as an oval water area with 1 nm at the head and 1 nm at the tail and 1
time of the ship’s length at the port and starboard. Taking to the design ship type 266000 m³as an
example, the length of the LNG carrier is 345 m, the width is 55 m, and the moving safety zone is
shown in Figure 17.
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1 nm

345 m

1 nm

345 m

Figure 17 Sketch map of moving safety zone of 266000 m³ LNG carriers
①LNG carriers' approach routes: The route between the north boundary line and the East anchorage
is adopted for LNG carrier's approach. The length of the approach route from D4 to LNG berth No.1
is about 14 nm. The approach route of LNG carrier is shown in Figure 18. The narrowest route of LNG
carrier's approach route is about 1.2 km between the south side of the East anchorage and the north
side of Caofeidian first traffic separation scheme. When the navigation of this route is limited, LNG
carriers can also use the westbound traffic lane of the first traffic separation scheme. The side line of
the west side of the East anchorage is about 3.5 km from the recommended route centerline, and the
width of navigable water area meets the requirements.
On the one hand, the embarkation point D4 is located outside the southeast corner of the East anchorage,
which is far away from the LNG berth. Therefore, the distance and time of the pilot navigating ships
into port is long, which leads to the low navigation efficiency and the ship missing the best berthing
time. Secondly, the wind and waves at this place are relatively strong, and the safety risk of pilot
embarkation is relatively high. In order to improve the navigation efficiency and the safety of ship
operation, the embarkation point D4 can be moved to the waters near the southwest corner of the East
anchorage. This not only shortens the sailing time of the ship, but also improves the safety of the pilot.
On the other hand, according to the analysis on ship traffic flow based on AIS of section 1, the ship
traffic flow of the route between the north boundary line of the first traffic separation scheme and the
East anchorage is small, and the LNG carrier crew can safely navigate along the route to the southwest
corner of the East anchorage. If LNG carriers adopts the westbound traffic lane of the first traffic
separation scheme, it is also because the carriers proceed in the appropriate traffic lane in the general
direction of ship traffic flow for that lane, so as to improve the navigation safety of ships. Secondly,
according to the comparative analysis of ship traffic flow based on AIS of section 1 and section 2, it
can be seen that there are fewer vessels outside the southwest corner of the East anchorage than in the
southeast corner of the East anchorage, so it is safer for the pilot to go on board.

Figure 18 Approach route of a LNG carrier
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Figure 19 Departure route of a LNG carrier
② LNG ship's departure route: The precautionary area and the first traffic separation scheme are
adopted for LNG ship's departure. The length of the departure route from LNG berth No.1 to the
disembarkation point L3 is about 9 nm. The LNG ship's departure route is shown in Figure 19. LNG
ship's departure route is spacious, which can fully meet the requirements of LNG carriers’ navigation
safety.

Figure 20 Ship traffic flow of precautionary area and its vicinity in Caofeidian port area
On the one hand, the LNG carrier needs to pass through the precautionary area before it leaves the port
and arrives at the disembarkation point L3. Because the disembarkation point L3 is close to the
precautionary area and there is no recommended direction of traffic flow in the precautionary area,
there are multiple traffic flow directions and the situation between ships is complex, as shown in Figure
20. Major traffic flows in the vicinity of the waters include: traffic flow between Laotieshan waterway
and Tianjin port, traffic flow between Changshan waterway and Central District, traffic flow from
Laotieshan waterway to Central District, traffic flow from Central District to Laotieshan waterway. In
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addition, there are fishing boats with indistinct activities nearby, ships entering or leaving from any
side of the traffic lane, ships crossing the traffic lane, etc., which make LNG carriers and their escort
ships easily form a variety of close-quarters situation with the traffic flow in the precautionary area.
After the LNG carrier arrives at the disembarkation point L3, escort ships and the pilot ship need to
use the precautionary area or traffic lanes, which is easy to form a new close-quarters situation again
and cause potential risks. Secondly, due to the existence of Caofeidian 11-1/11-6 oil fields near the
south separation line of the first traffic separation scheme, LNG carriers have to enter the eastbound
traffic lane from the south separation line again after the pilot leaves the ship, which is easy to form a
new close-quarters situation again, is not conducive to the safety of the whole traffic environment, and
brings inconvenience to maritime management. According to the Coastal anchorage Layout Plan in
Tianjin and Hebei issued by the Ministry of Transport, Tianjin city and Hebei Province in December
2019, the public large ship anchorage of Tianjin port and Huanghua port is planned to be set near the
south separation line of the first traffic separation scheme. The anchorage is rectangular with point A
position 38°46’20’’N, 118°38’04’’E, point B position 38°43’42’’N, 118°38’04’’E, point C position
38°43’42’’N, 118°32’51’’E, point D position 38°46’20’’N, 118°32’51’’E, as shown in Figure 20 (the
Ministry of Transport et al., 2019). The nearest distance between disembarkation point L3 and the
planned public anchorage is less than 0.5 nm, so the risk of LNG carriers sailing there is great. To sum
up, the disembarkation point L3 is located in the south side of the first traffic separation scheme, which
leads to potential hazards in ships’ navigation. It can be considered to move the disembarkation point
L3 to the north side of the precautionary area, so that the escort ships can return before reaching the
precautionary area, and the LNG carrier can enter the traffic lane directly from the precautionary area
instead of entering the traffic lane without going through the precautionary area. Then ships’ navigation
efficiency will be promoted.
On the other hand, the precautionary area of the departure route is the convergence zone of multiple
routes, and there are traffic flows in multiple directions. When the ship is sailing in this area, the crew
should be very careful. The disembarkation point L3 is located in the south of the first traffic separation
scheme, which is far away from the LNG berth, resulting in the long pilotage distance and long time,
which leads to the low navigation efficiency. Secondly, compared with the north side of the
precautionary area, the wind and waves are relatively large, and the risk of the pilot leaving the ship is
relatively high.
(3) Anchorages: the East anchorage is the anchorage for oil tankers and large bulk carriers. The
emergency anchorage of LNG carriers in Berth No.1 is located in the northwest corner of the East
anchorage, about 1 nm from the LNG berth, as shown in Figure 20. The safe clear distance between
the anchorage of LNG carriers and the anchorage of other non dangerous goods transport ships shall
not be less than 1000 m. At present, LNG carriers generally do not anchor at the anchorage but enter
the port directly.

3.3.3 Ship situation
In recent years, with the growth of LNG demand in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, the number of
LNG carriers arriving at the port has increased. According to the analysis of statistical data, in 2013,
there were 5 LNG carriers, with LNG loading and unloading capacity of 339000 tons. In 2014, 18 LNG
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carriers were arrived, with 1.667 million tons of LNG. In 2015, 19 LNG carriers were arrived with
1.703 million tons of LNG. In 2016, 26 LNG carriers moored alongside. In 2017, 48 LNG carriers
moored. In 2018, 71 LNG carriers moored. In 2019, 57 LNG carriers moored. In 2020, 53 LNG carriers
were arrived. In winter, because of the heating in the north, the consumption of natural gas reaches a
peak, and the number of LNG carriers can reach 12 every month.

Figure 21 A LNG arriving at LNG berth No.1
(1) Ship traffic flow: The sum of continuously moving ships on the sea. There are five parameters for
quantitative description of ship traffic flow: direction of traffic flow, magnitude of traffic flow, width
of traffic flow, density of traffic flow, speed of traffic flow. The sizes of ship traffic flow can directly
reflect the busy degree and traffic scale of the port waters, and also reflect the degree of traffic
congestion and navigation risk of the waters. Generally speaking, the larger the ship traffic flow is in
the port waters, the busier the traffic situation is in the waters, the greater the risk of water traffic is,
the more complex the traffic is in the port area, and the more likely the ships are to delay. According
to Paragraph 2.4, the average number of ships passing through section 1 is 6-7 per day, and the traffic
flow is small.
(2) Arrival ship types: the ship type in and out of the port reflects the tonnage and proportion of various
types of ships in the port area, affects the utilization rate of the berth and the capacity of the route, and
reflects the operation level of the port. According to Paragraph 2.4, ships passing through section 1 are
mainly cargo ships, which are mainly with the length less than 90 m and followed by the ships with
the length between 90 m and 150.
(3) Time of sailing on routes: it takes about 1.5 hours for the LNG carrier to enter the port from
embarkation point D4 to ship stopping area. It takes about 1 hour for the LNG carrier to leave the port
from the ship stopping area to the disembarkation point L3. This is because the length of the LNG
carrier's departure route is shorter than that of the approach route. The departure is the process of ship
acceleration and the arrival is the process of ship deceleration.
(4) Time of berthing and unberthing: LNG carriers shall be equipped with tugs and escort ships to
assist in berthing and unberthing. The time of berthing operation of LNG carrier from ship stopping
area to berth is about 1 hour (including mooring time), and the time of berthing operation from berth
to ship stopping area is less than 0.5 hour. With the increase of ship speed, the ability of the rudder to
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control the course is gradually enhanced, the drift caused by wind and current is gradually reduced,
and the maneuvering is relatively easy, so the time of berthing is short.
(5) Lay time: Lay time includes preparation time before loading and unloading, ship’s loading and
unloading time, waiting time after loading and unloading. LNG carrier's lay time is about 25-100 hours.
Due to the differences of ship sizes, LNG handling capacity, handling equipment, wharfs, personnel
and other influence factors of ship’s navigation efficiency, the actual lay time is quite different.

3.3.4 Guarantee of navigation safety
(1) Navigation rules: according to the Rules for Safety Supervision and Management of Ship Traffic
Management System in Caofeidian Port Area of Tangshan, and the provisions of maritime department
on navigation safety in the sea area and berthing and unberthing operation standards, LNG carriers
need not ride the tide, enter and leave the port during the day by one-way route. Because of the poor
natural light at night, people's vision will be reduced by more than 50% compared with that in the
daytime, especially in the rainy and foggy nights, which will shorten the distance for the crew to find
the object and reduce the accuracy of identifying the object. For example, it is very difficult for the
crew to find ships without lights on the sea through radar and vision. The background light in the harbor
is very dazzling, which makes it difficult to find ships in the dark. If the crew can find the object in
time by reducing the speed of the ship and take appropriate and effective collision avoidance actions,
it is easy to cause the ship to be difficult to operate in the strong wind and the swift current, and it is
dangerous to form a close-quarters situation with other ships. Secondly, the crew at night may not be
as energetic as that of the day, and the brain reaction is relatively slow, which will lead to the reduction
of work efficiency and prone to maritime traffic accidents. Thirdly, LNG carriers have the same risk
as other dangerous goods ships, such as collision, grounding, fire, explosion, and so on. In addition,
because the LNG carried by LNG carriers is about - 162℃, if LNG leakage, it will lead to hull frost
crack, and its vaporized steam mixed with air will meet fire within the combustible range, leading to
fire and even explosion. In China, Shenzhen Port, Yangpu Port, Putian port, Ningbo Port, Yangshan
Port, Qingdao Port, Tianjin Port, Dalian port and other ports require LNG ships not to pilot at night,
and LNG carriers must enter and leave the port during the day. Due to the special circumstances such
as ensuring the stability of gas supply, when LNG ships may berth at night, corresponding emergency
plan should be prepared and safety demonstration should be carried out. In addition, when the LNG
carriers enter and leave the port, and berth and unberth, the wind force on the ships shall not exceed
level 6, the visibility shall not be less than 2000 m when they enter and leave the port for navigation,
and the berthing and berthing operation shall not be less than 1000 m. When the ice amount exceeds
6/10 and the ice thickness exceeds 30cm in winter, the ships entering and leaving the port shall apply
for ice breaking escort, and when the ice amount exceeds 8/10, the ships’ entering and leaving the port
and berthing and unberthing operation shall be stopped. Therefore, the current ship navigation rules
meet the navigation efficiency and safety of LNG ships. However, when there are multiple LNG berths
in the future, the route capacity is obviously not well used, and the route service rate is very low.
(2) Pilotage rules: when the ship enters the port, the pilot will board the ship from near embarkation
point D4, and the course will be 278°after boarding. Then LNG carriers navigate about 9 nm, reach
the area near the precautionary area, and then gradually adjust the course to 018°. And then the
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boundary light buoy of the East anchorage can be used as the reference to reach the front of LNG berth,
and directly berth on the port side or turn around to the starboard side. When the ship leaves the port,
it shall return on the same way as it entered the port until it reaches the precautionary area. Then the
ship shall navigate to the southern waters of the precautionary area and adjust its course to 098°, and
then enter the eastbound traffic lane. From the analysis of the above influence factors of routes, the
position of embarkation point D4 and disembarkation point L3 has a great impact on the navigation
efficiency and safety.
(3) Tugboats: According to the Standard for the Number of Tugboats Used for Berthing, Piloting or
Berth Shifting issued by the Jitaotong Yunshu Ting of Hebei Province in 2018 (Tangshan Haiyang
Kouan & Ganghang Guanli Administration, 2018), under normal conditions (the seaworthiness of the
ship, the competency of the crew, the hydro meteorological conditions and the navigation environment
meeting the requirements of the port design), when leading the ship to berth, unberth and shift, 5 tugs
are required for berthing and 4 tugs are required for unberthing of the LNG carrier with the length of
275~325 m. If the length of LNG carrier is more than 325 m, the number of tugs should be determined
according to the weather, sea state, ship status and berth conditions. Considering the tugboat’s layout,
high-power tugboats should be used as far as possible. In addition, the number of tugboats is not limited
to the above standards in case of abnormal ship handling performance, failure of ship handling
equipment, unseaworthiness of the ship and adverse weather conditions.
(4) Aids to navigation: Aids to navigation related to LNG berth mainly include aids of crude oil
terminal, LNG terminal and its supporting devices, which play a positive role in improving the
distribution of aids to navigation in surrounding waters. The light buoy LNG No. 1 on the east side of
LNG berth No.1 is located on the 20 m isobath and is close to LNG berth No.1. Therefore, the light
buoy has an impact on the operation of LNG carrier turning around to berth on the starboard side.
The light buoy LNG No. 1 indicates that the navigable water area of LNG carriers is on its south side,
and the dangerous water area of LNG carriers is on its north side. According to the Evaluation Report
on the Influence of Navigation Conditions on the Channel of the Supporting Wharf Project of Tangshan
LNG Project of Caofeidian Xintian LNG Co., Ltd. (Caofeidian Xintian LNG Co., Ltd, 2019), when
the 266000 m3 LNG carrier is fully loaded, the calculated value of the design water depth at the wharf
apron is 14.3 m. Therefore, the light buoy LNG No.1 can move northward, which makes the turning
water area more open, the ship maneuvering safer and the berthing time shorter when the LNG carrier
turns around to berth on the starboard side.
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CHAPTER 4 GUARANTEE MEASURES OF LNG CARRIERS’ NAVIGATION

EFFICIENCY IN CAOFEIDIAN PORT AREA
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As mentioned above, the navigation efficiency of ships is related to four factors: natural environment,
port facilities, ship situation and guarantee of navigation safety. Only by improving the factors that
affect the navigation efficiency of ships can the navigation safety of ships be ensured, and the berthing
and unberthing and loading and unloading operations be more efficient. According to the research on
LNG carriers’ navigation efficiency in the Caofeidian port in chapter 4, as well as the actual situation
of Caofeidian port, the following mainly puts forward the guarantee measures of the navigation
efficiency from the aspect of LNG carriers’ navigation.

4.1 Improve ship service efficiency
The service efficiency of inbound and outbound ships is related to the service time such as sailing time
on routes, time of berthing and unberthing, lay time and so on so forth. Reducing the time of each link
of the ship operation process, the ship service efficiency is bound to improve. The ship's service time
is affected by the length of the route, ship speed, ship sizes, natural environment, management level of
port enterprises, service level of pilots and other ship traffic flow. In order to decrease the service time
of ships, the following measures can be taken.

4.1.1 Optimization of routes and pilotage rules for current LNG berth
According to the research on guarantee of navigation safety near the LNG terminal in Caofeidian port
area, the construction and operation of the LNG terminal in Caofeidian port area have changed the
navigation environment near the terminal to a certain extent, and the nearby ships and LNG carriers
interact with each other. Caofeidian MSA plans to open a ship access route in the middle of the existing
East anchorage. The Middle route can be used as the departure route of LNG carriers, and the approach
route follows the current approach route of LNG carriers, forming a circular entry and exit situation.
The pilot's embarkation point can be moved to the outside of the southwest corner of the East anchorage,
and the pilot's disembarkation point can be moved to the east of the Middle route of the East anchorage,
as shown in Figure 22. In this way, the LNG carrier can avoid using the precautionary area, reduce the
complex situation of the ship, and make the ship navigation safer.
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New anchorage No.3
New anchorage No.1
Middle route

West anchorage
Shared
anchorage

New anchorage No.2
New disembarkation point
East anchorage

New embarkation point

Figure 22 Optimization of routes and pilotage rules of LNG carriers with one current LNG berth
The reasons for this adjustment are as follows:
(1) After the adjustment of the embarkation and disembarkation points of LNG carriers, the approach
route becomes 4 nm, which can save 10 nm, and the departure route becomes 8 nm, which can save 1
nm. To a great extent, the sailing time of the route in the service time of LNG carriers is saved, so as
to improve the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers.
(2) Compared with the southeast corner of the East anchorage, the southwest corner of the East
anchorage has less wind and waves, and there are fewer ships outside the southwest corner of the East
anchorage than in the southeast corner of the East anchorage. The new disembarkation point is also
less windy than the original one. Therefore, after the adjustment of embarkation and disembarkation
points, the safe embarkation and disembarkation of pilots are more guaranteed, and the time window
of safe embarkation and disembarkation is increased, which increases the safe and effective pilotage
operation opportunities for LNG carriers to a certain extent.
(3) After the adjustment of disembarkation point, LNG carriers no longer need to cross the
precautionary area, and they do not need to enter the traffic lane again from the south separation line
of the first traffic separation scheme, which also avoids the interaction between LNG carriers and the
public large ship anchorage of Tianjin port and Huanghua port, and reduces the workload of maritime
traffic control. Therefore, the risk of forming a close- quarters situation between the LNG carriers and
their escorts, the precautionary area and traffic lanes is reduced, and the navigation safety of ships is
guaranteed.
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(4) The adjustment plan has a relatively small impact on the in and out port pilotage rules of LNG
carriers, and has little impact on the traffic flow of existing ships. Secondly, the approach route of LNG
carriers is not set in the Middle route of the East anchorage, which can avoid the influence of the
navigation of LNG cariers formation, so that the entry and exit of LNG carriers do not affect each other,
and improve the ship service efficiency.

4.1.2 Optimization of routes and pilotage rules for multiple LNG berths in the future
In the future, there will be 2, 3 or 4 LNG berths in Caofeidian port area, and the number of LNG carriers
entering and leaving Caofeidian port will increase. According to the analysis in Paragraph 4.3, the
navigation efficiency of LNG carriers has been greatly improved in the future, the number of ships
waiting in line for service and the waiting time have been greatly reduced, and the number of ships
receiving service has been greatly improved. Similarly, we can optimize the routes, pilotage rules,
reduce the service time of the ship in and out of the port queuing system, and further improve the
service efficiency of the ship in and out of the port.

New anchorage No.3
New anchorage No.1
Middle route

West anchorage
Shared Left route
anchorage

New anchorage No.2
East anchorage New embarkation and
disembarkation point
New embarkation and
disembarkation point

Figure 23 Optimization for routes and pilotage rules of LNG ships with multiple LNG berths in the future
Considering the situation of multiple LNG carriers arriving, departing, arriving and departing at the
same time in the future, if the current routes and pilotage rules are adopted for ships entering and
leaving the port, it will inevitably result in some LNG carriers entering the port and sailing, some LNG
carriers waiting to leave the port, or some LNG carriers leaving the port and sailing, some LNG ships
waiting to enter the port. If the Middle route of the East anchorage is used, the LNG carrier can navigate
by two entry and exit routes. One is the left entry and exit route optimized for the current route (referred
to as “Left route”). The second is to use the LNG carrier's entry and exit route in the middle of the East
anchorage (referred to as “Middle route”). The length of the two routes is different, and the service
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time of the left route is obviously shorter. At the same time, two pilot’s embarkation and
disembarkation points are set for LNG carriers. One is located outside the southwest corner of the East
anchorage, and the other is located in the east of the Middle route in the middle of the East anchorage,
as shown in Figure 23.
(1) Simultaneous entry and/or exit of two LNG carriers in the future
Considering that LNG carriers use two different routes to enter and leave the port, the service time of
the ships should be as short as possible, the precautionary area should be avoided as far as possible,
and the formation navigation of LNG carriers should be avoided as far as possible, and the requirements
of ship service efficiency are high, it is suggested that the following plan should be adopted for different
LNG carriers entering and/or leaving the port.
If two LNG carriers enter the port at the same time, then one ship will enter the port using the Left
route, and the other ship will enter the port using the Middle route, as shown in Figure 24(a).
If two LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then one ship will use the Left route and the other
ship will use the Middle route, as shown in Figure 24(b).
If one LNG carrier enters the port and another LNG carrier leaves the port at the same time, then one
entering ship uses the Left route and the other leaving ship uses the Middle route, as shown in Figure
24(c).

Middle route

Left route

Middle route

Middle route

Left route

Left route

(a) Two carriers entering (b) Two carriers leaving (c) One entering, one leaving
Figure 24 Simultaneous entry and/or exit of two LNG carriers in the future
(2) Simultaneous entry and/or exit of three LNG carriers in the future
Similar to the plan of two LNG carriers entering and/or leaving the port at the same time, for three
LNG carriers, it is suggested that the following plan should be adopted for different LNG carriers
entering and/or leaving the port.
If three LNG carriers enter the port at the same time, then two ships enter the port on the Left route
and the other ship enters the port on the Middle route, as shown in Figure 25(a).
If three LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then one ship will use the Left route and the other
two ships will use the Middle route, as shown in Figure 25(b).
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If two LNG carriers enter the port and another LNG carrier leaves the port at the same time, then the
two ships enter the port using the Left route and the other ship leaves the port using the Middle route,
as shown in Figure 25(c).
If one LNG carrier enters the port and two other LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then one
entering ship will use the Left route and the other two leaving ships will use the Middle route, as shown
in Figure 25(d).

Middle route

Middle route

Left route

Left route

(a) Three carriers entering

(b) Three carriers leaving

Middle route

Middle route

Left route

Left route

(c) Two entering, one leaving

(d) One entering, two leaving

Figure 25 Simultaneous entry and/or exit of three LNG carriers in the future
(3) Simultaneous entry and/or exit of four LNG carriers in the future
Similar to the plan of two LNG carriers entering and/or leaving the port at the same time, for four LNG
carriers, it is suggested that the following plan should be adopted for different LNG carriers entering
and/or leaving the port.
If four LNG carriers enter the port at the same time, then two ships enter the port on the Left route and
the other two ships enter the port on the Middle route, as shown in Figure 26(a).
If four LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then two ships will use the Left route and the other
two ships will use the Middle route, as shown in Figure 26(b).
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If two LNG carriers enter the port and two LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then the two
ships enter the port using the Left route and the other two ships leave the port using the Middle route,
as shown in Figure 26(c).
If three LNG carrier enters the port and another LNG carrier leaves the port at the same time, then three
entering ship will use the Left route and another leaving ship will use the Middle route, as shown in
Figure 26(d).
If one LNG carrier enters the port and three other LNG carriers leave the port at the same time, then
one entering ship will use the Left route and the other three leaving ships will use the Middle route, as
shown in Figure 26(e).

Middle route

Middle route

Left route

Left route

Left route

(a) Four carriers entering

Middle route

(b) Four carriers leaving

Middle route

(c) Two entering, two leaving

Middle route

Left route

Left route

(d) Three entering, one leaving

(e) One entering, three leaving

Figure 26 Simultaneous entry and/or exit of four LNG carriers in the future
4.1.3 Optimization of aids to navigation
The light buoy LNG No.1 is located on the 20 m isobath, with a straight-line distance of 460 m from
the LNG berth No.1. The length of the 266000 m3 LNG carrier with the design ship type is 345 m, the
width of the ship is 55 m, and the full load draft is 12.2 m. Therefore, the light buoy may be set to the
north which also ensure the light buoy function, as shown in Figure 27, and can reduce the influence
of the light buoy on the LNG carrier's turning around to berth on the starboard side, make the LNG
carrier's berthing and berthing operation area more spacious, shorten the berthing time, and improve
the navigation efficiency of the ship.
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Light buoy LNG No.1
after adjustment

Figure 27 Optimization of the position of light buoy LNG No.1
4.1.4 Optimization of other influence factors
(1) The MSA shall determine the priority of ships and increase the management of ship traffic. In order
to meet the demand of heating and gas in North China in winter, LNG carriers should be given priority
in the case of the number of LNG carriers arriving at the port, so as to ensure the access to the port and
avoid interference from other ships, and improving the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers.
(2) The service level of pilots should be promoted by the pilot station. The level of pilotage service
directly affects the navigation safety of ships and can also improve the navigation efficiency. With the
expansion of the senior pilot team in Tangshan port pilot station, senior pilots should be arranged to
carry out the pilotage service. When more than one LNG carrier enters or leaves the port at the same
time, the pilot station should formulate a response plan to strengthen the contact between the LNG
carrier pilots, so as to make the ship pilot coordinated and avoid the occurrence of a close-quarters
situation or collision. At the same time, the Tangshan port pilot station can regularly carry out special
pilot business training to improve the professional quality.
(3) Port enterprises should strengthen management. The management level of port enterprises directly
affects the berthing time of ships. Port enterprises should increase the professional quality of the staff,
the investment in technical equipment and the improvement of management level. For example:
Enterprises should guarantee the working ability and working status of the staff, set up team reasonably
and shift system, improve the preparation time before cargo operation, and monitor and forecast the
completion plan to reduce the waiting time.

4.2 Optimization of navigation rules
The current navigation rules of LNG cariers are to arrange the LNG cariers to enter and leave the port
in the daytime, and to berth or unberth the port in one way. When the LNG cariers enter or leave the
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port, no other LNG cariers are allowed to enter or leave the port. This is not obvious when there is one
LNG berth at present. However, when there are multiple LNG berths in the future, the route capacity
is obviously not well used, and the route service efficiency is very low. In order to improve the passage
capacity of the route and optimize the navigation rules, the following measures can be taken.
(1) One way navigation of LNG carriers formation
As shown in Figure 28, the entry and exit routes of ships are one-way navigable. LNG carriers enter
the port or leave the port in the order of arrival or waiting for departure. Overtaking is prohibited in the
routes. The front and rear ships sailing in the same direction in the routes should keep a safe distance
to avoid collision, and other ships sailing in the same direction should keep sailing outside the moving
safety zone of LNG carriers. This navigation mode makes the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers
significantly improved.
LNG Carriers

Other ships

Figure 28 One way navigation of LNG carriers formation
(2) Exclusive navigation of LNG carriers formation
As shown in Figure 29, the entry and exit routes of ships are two-way navigable. LNG carriers enter
the port or leave the port in the order of arrival or waiting for departure. Overtaking is prohibited in the
routes. The front and rear ships sailing in the same direction in the routes should keep a safe distance
to avoid collision. Other ships sailing in the same direction should keep sailing outside the moving
safety zone of LNG carriers. In the reverse direction, other ships need to wait for LNG carriers to pass
the route before they can sail normally. This navigation mode makes the navigation efficiency of LNG
ship significantly improved, but the utilization rate of routes is not high.

LNG Carriers

Other ships

Figure 29 Exclusive navigation of LNG carriers formation
(3) Non exclusive navigation of LNG carriers formation
As shown in Figure 30, the entry and exit routes of ships are two-way navigable. LNG ships enter the
port or leave the port in the order of arrival or waiting for departure. Overtaking is prohibited in the
route. The front and rear ships sailing in the same direction in the route should keep a safe distance to
avoid collision, and other ships sailing in the same direction or opposite direction should keep sailing
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outside the moving safety zone of LNG carriers. The navigation efficiency and the utilization rate of
routes are improved obviously by this navigation mode.
LNG carriers

Other ships

Figure 30 Non exclusive navigation of LNG carriers formation
LNG carriers have high risks, and the port has high requirements for the navigation of LNG carriers,
so it is not recommended to adopt two-way navigation of LNG ships, or implement conditional twoway navigation of LNG ships (for example, when the size and loading state of LNG ships entering and
leaving the port are obviously different, if the natural environment is good, two-way navigation of
LNG ships can be adopted).
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
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According to the optimization and adjustment of the national energy structure and the layout plan of
LNG terminals in the Bohai Rim region, Caofeidian port area will increase to 2, 3 or 4 berths on the
basis of the current one berth, so as to further optimize the natural gas supply in the Beijing-TianjinHebei region and continuously improve the atmospheric environment quality. In the future, the number
of LNG carriers arriving at the port will continue to increase, which will have an impact on the
navigation safety and efficiency of the port. This paper investigates, analyzes and studies the general
situation of Caofeidian port area, and draws the following conclusions.

5.1 Analysis of navigation efficiency of LNG carriers
The influence factors of ships’ navigation efficiency are put forward, including: natural environment
(wind, fog, tides, waves, current, sea ice), port facilities (berths, routes, anchorages), ship situation
(ship traffic flow, arrival ship types, time of sailing on routes, time of berthing and unberthing, lay
time), guarantee of navigation safety (navigation rules, pilotage rules, tugboats, aids to navigation),
The current situation of navigation efficiency of LNG carriers is analyzed.
(1) The natural environmental in Caofeidian port area are conducive to the navigation of LNG carriers,
while wind and fog have little effect on the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers.
(2) The port facilities in Caofeidian port area have an impact on the navigation efficiency of LNG
carriers. The route has a great influence on the navigation efficiency and safety of LNG carriers.
(3) The ship situation in Caofeidian port area affects the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers. Time
of sailing on routes, time of berthing and unberthing, and lay time have a great influence on navigation
efficiency.
(4) The guarantee of navigation safety in Caofeidian port area has an impact on the navigation
efficiency of LNG carriers. Firstly, the current ship navigation rules meet the navigation efficiency and
safety of LNG carriers. Secondly, the location of embarkation point D4 and disembarkation point L3
has great influence on navigation efficiency and safety. Thirdly, aids to navigation have an impact on
the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers to a certain extent. For example, the light buoy LNG No.1
on the east side of LNG berth No.1 is not conducive to the safe berthing of the ship, but also reduces
the navigation efficiency of the LNG carrier.

5.2 Optimization of navigation efficiency of LNG carriers
A number of factors affect the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers. This paper proposes measures to
improve the navigation efficiency of LNG carriers in Caofeidian port area.
(1) Improve ship service efficiency
①For the current situation of one berth, if the middle route of the East anchorage is opened, it will be
adjusted to the LNG carrier's departure route, and the entry route will follow the LNG carrier's current
entry route, forming a circular entry and exit situation. The pilot's embarkation point can be moved to
the outside of the southwest corner of the East anchorage, and the pilot's disembarkation point can be
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moved to the east of the Middle route in the middle of the East anchorage, as shown in Figure 22. It
can avoid the influence of navigation of LNG carriers formation, make LNG carriers entering port and
LNG carriers leaving port have no influence on each other, and improve the ship service efficiency.
②For the situation of multiple berths in the future, the number of LNG carriers entering and leaving
Caofeidian port area will increase. Considering the opening of the middle route in the East anchorage,
LNG carriers can use two routes to enter and leave the port. Namely, one is the Left route optimized
for the current route, and the other route is to use the Middle route in the middle of the East anchorage.
If the service time of the ships should be as short as possible, the precautionary area should be avoided
as far as possible, and the formation navigation of LNG carriers should be avoided as far as possible,
and the requirements of ship service efficiency are high, there are different plans for multiple LNG
carriers to enter and leave the port at the same time in the future as shown in Figure 23 to Figure 26.
LNG carriers should use the Left route as far as possible when entering the port and the Middle route
as far as possible when leaving the port. If more than one LNG carrier enters the port, the Left route
and the Middle route are used respectively. If more than one LNG carrier leaves the port, the Left route
and the Middle route are used respectively. If more than one LNG carrier enters and leaves the port at
the same time, the Left route should be used as far as possible when entering the port, and the Middle
route should be used as far as possible when leaving the port, so as to avoid two-way navigation of
LNG carriers.
③The light buoy LNG No.1 should be set to the north, as shown in Figure 27. It can reduce the
influence of the light buoy on the LNG carrier's turning around to berth on the starboard side. The LNG
carrier's berthing and berthing operation area is more spacious, the berthing time is shorter, and the
navigation efficiency is improved.
④The Caofeidian MSA shall determine the priority of ships, increase the traffic management of ships,
give priority to the entry and exit of LNG carriers when the number of LNG carriers arrives at the port
in winter, and avoid interference from other ships. The Tangshan pilot station can improve the service
level of pilots, and regularly carry out special pilot business training to improve the professional quality
of pilots. Port enterprises should strengthen management, improve the professional quality of staff,
invest in technical equipment and improve the management level.
(2) Optimization of navigation rules: The current navigation rules for LNG carriers are to arrange the
LNG carriers to enter and leave the port during the day, and make one-way traffic. When the LNG
carriers enter or leave the port, no other LNG carriers are allowed to enter or leave the port. This is not
obvious when there is one LNG berth at present. However, when there are multiple LNG berths in the
future, the route capacity is obviously not well used, and the route service efficiency is very low.
Considering the high risk of LNG carriers, the port has higher requirements for the navigation of LNG
carriers. Therefore, it is recommended to adopt the non exclusive formation navigation of LNG carriers,
as shown in Figure 30. However, two-way navigation is not implemented for LNG carriers, or
conditional two-way navigation is implemented for LNG carriers (for example, when the size of LNG
ships entering and leaving the port and the loading state are obviously different, if the natural
environment is good, two-way navigation can be adopted for LNG carriers).
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